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Abstract. For the characteristics of marginal environment such as battlefields which environment 

is very difficult to measure, environmental perception has difficulty, resources are scarce, 

communication conditions are inferior and energy issues are highlighting. Depending on the 

issue that current architecture cannot process data in real time the edge calculation technique is 

proposed and aims to address the shortcomings of cloud computing in processing data that 

cannot be remedied. According to the EdgeX open source framework, an edge computing 

platform is designed in this paper. And realizes the three-layer network structure of “terminal 

edge-cloud” or “terminal-intelligent gateway-edge cloud-cloud”. According to the design idea of 

loose coupling, the edge computing platform realizes the loose coupling between microservices 

and the separation of management and service. A resource scheduling strategy based on depth 

Q-learning is used to realize adaptive scheduling, which can effectively deal with the fluctuation 

of load demand and maximize the utilization of resources. 

Keywords:  Computing platform, Edge computing technology, Cloud, Q-learning, Resource 

Scheduling Strategy 

1 Introduction 

In the present age, the army relies on cloud computing, big data and other technologies to summarize the 

battlefield environment information in real time to the cloud, and the cloud relies on big data processing 

technology to send the processing results to the command center. However, the current architecture does 

not allow real-time data processing based on the current architecture. In addition, the battlefield situation 

is usually rapidly changing, and it should be taken into account that data acquisition in some scenarios is 

often temporarily interrupted by force majeure. Compared to cloud computing, Edge calculator is a small 

‘cloud’ processing centre near the terminal equipments, that is providing computing processing and 

storage capacity at the edge of the network to ensure the timeliness of data processing [2]. 

2 Related Work 

Domestic scholars Zhang Kaiyuan and GUI Xiaolin et al. carried out research on computing migration 

and content caching in mobile edge networks, 4 key research issues in MEC architecture, computational 

migration, edge caching, and service choreography were comprehensively studied and analyzed [1]. 

Domestic scholars Lei Bo, Liu Zengyi et al. proposed a computing power network scheme based on 

the deep fusion of cloud network edges to solve the problem of computing power collaboration between 

edge computing and cloud computing which can effectively deal with the multilevel deployment of 

future business and flexible scheduling among nodes at all levels. However, most of the current research 

remains in the level of theoretical and algorithm research, and the description of the environment 
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awareness system based on edge computing is not detailed, so it cannot be implemented in a concrete 

way [8]. 

3 System Design 

3.1 System Frame Construction Design  

According to the requirements of edge computing and Internet of Things application scenarios, the edge 

computing platform can be functionally divided into modules as shown in the figure below: device 

management module, rule engine module, message routing module, scene service module, user 

management module and system management module, the system management module can be divided 

into monitoring module, operation and maintenance module and log module. Modules differentiated by 

functionality may manage multiple parts of the EdgeX at the core layer, support layer, device layer, and 

export layer simultaneously. 

 

Fig. 1. Function module of edge computing platform 

The functions of each module are described as follows: 

(1) Device Management Module: 

The device management module is responsible for defining, connecting, deleting, viewing and other 

operations of the device, additional support for individual protocols should also be developed in this 

module. The device management module should be divided into two micro services: device management 

and protocol support. The device management micro service is responsible for providing API such as 

new connection, deletion and viewing details of the device, protocol support micro services are 

responsible for the protocols used by the device, one protocol corresponds to one micro service. When a 

user sets up a gateway, a single protocol can be deployed separately according to the protocol of the 

device connected to the gateway to save storage and computing resources of the smart gateway. Device 

management realizes the separation of specific device and device model template, and the same model 

device adopts the form of calling template to simplify device Settings. 

(2) Rule Engine Module: 

The rule engine evolved from a reasoning engine and is a component embedded in an application that 

implements the separation of business decisions from application code and the writing of business 

decisions using predefined semantic modules. Using a rules engine can reduce the maintenance and 

extendable costs of an application by reducing the complexity of the components that implement 

complex business logic. 

(3) Scene Service Module: 

Scene service is composed of device service, which can realize user-defined scene, batch execution of 

device service, and realize encapsulation and combination of device functions. Device functions are 

defined by the device template in the device management module and provided by the specific device 

added. When the micro-service of other modules needs to use the device function, it sends the request to 
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the scenario service module through message queue in the form of request to open the service, The 

device service is started and returned by the micro service of this module. 

(4) Message Routing Module: 

The message routing module provides the management of message queues, sets the forwarding rules 

between message queues, provides simple message processing functions, and is responsible for sending 

function calculation data into the function calculation module. 

(5) User Management Module: 

User management module achieves user registration, login and authority management, users are 

managed by the user group they are in, different user groups have different levels of permissions and the 

super administrator should be able to set permissions for user groups. 

(6) System Management Module: 

The system management module includes sub-modules such as monitoring operation and maintenance 

logs, which realizes the management of the edge computing platform system and is responsible for 

pushing notifications to users. 

3.2 System Security Design 

(1) Data center security assurance (Network platform security and part of the physical environment 

security) 

Data center physical security main index according to the center of fire prevention and theft and other 

related work, to prevent the destruction and loss of equipment, the need to operate and maintain the host 

personnel identity authentication. In addition, the data center should also have the ability and facilities to 

provide the following network security measures, including: hardware firewall services, virus detection 

services, system vulnerability scanning and detection services, network attack detection services. 

(2) Application platform security guarantee 

a. Encryption Transmission 

In order to prevent hackers from monitoring the network and data interception, the maintenance of the 

system is completed through SSL. In SSL, public key and private key are used for encryption, and public 

key is used during connection establishment, the type and strength of encryption is determined by the 

process of establishing the connection between the two ends, within each SSL session(both the client and 

the server were identified there), the server is required to complete one operation using the server private 

key and one operation using the client public key. All systems currently use RSA encryption, and one 

SSL session requires only one “tough” encryption operation 

b. Prohibit downloading unconfigured files 

The system reads only files, performs separation in order to prevent program browser users from 

downloading program files. And the system optimizes web server to avoid exposure of program code. 

c. Registration verification 

In order to prevent unregistered users from directly entering the system without registering the 

interface, using Session object for registration verification. Manage and maintain system Session to 

enforce users to carry out system security authentication 

d. Verify the validity of the access connection 

Another measure to verify the validity of access connection is to detect the source of system access. 

For access that is not verified by the system and generated by the server, the system issues a warning and 

denies access. This method effectively avoids illegal access via URL 

e. Security of three-tier structure 

The system adopts a three-tier structure, all business logic is completed by the business logic layer, 

and this module built-in control of access security, this structure adds another layer of security to the 

system. In addition, the business logic layer encapsulates the way and mechanism of accessing the 

database and is responsible for data access. Terminal browser users can’t touch the access mechanism to 

the database which effectively avoids the hidden danger of data security caused by traditional page 

accessing data directly and accessing data through CGI. 

f. Specifies the default page for all virtual directories 

(3) Local maintenance environment safety guarantee 

There are two aspects to maintaining environmental security: local physical and network environments’ 

security. The security of the local physical environment refers to the security of the computer room and 
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equipment for the remote maintenance of the website, including the maintenance of terminals, local 

servers and local networks. In daily operation, the website maintenance department is responsible for the 

security part. 

4 Key Technology Research 

4.1 Resource Scheduling Strategy Based on Deep Q-learning 

In edge computing resource scheduling system, resources change all the time, and there is no prior 

information available on the system state. The scheduler must learn when it runs, that is, there is no 

‘correct’ result to learn. Reinforcement learning, on the other hand, is not limited to prebuilt models. It 

improves behavior by interacting with the environment to evaluate the ‘great’ rating of current behavior. 

In other words, agents in reinforcement learning use feedback-based scheduling mechanism to observe 

and update the environment in each learning stage, so that the scheduling results are closer and closer to 

the optimal solution. Thus, reinforcement learning is more suitable for the adaptive scheduling of edge 

computing resources [6]. 

When the task arrives in the scheduling system, the whole scheduling process is shown in Figure 2. 

First, the tasks are sorted according to the task type, the task deadline and the task wait time, and the 

dynamic priority is designed to complete the preprocessing of the task. Then, according to the CPU 

utilization, resource availability, load change characteristics, energy consumption characteristics and 

other state information in the system, the response time and resource utilization ratio of the system were 

analyzed, and the tasks were assigned to specific virtual machines using the feedback mechanism 

adaptive scheduling strategy provided by reinforcement learning [4]. The process is as follows: Action A 

is the decision of resource allocation, which is mainly to select the appropriate virtual machine for the 

task; State S is the use of resources, and the feedback mechanism R is comprehensively determined by 

such indicators as the utilization rate of system resources and the execution time of tasks. It mainly 

generates feedback (reward or punishment) for each pair of state-action. 

 

Fig. 2. Adaptive resource scheduling mechanism 
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In the scheduling process, the resources selected will be different if the execution order of tasks is 

different, and the required completion time, including the waiting time of tasks and the execution time of 

tasks will be affected, thus affecting the process of the entire scheduling process [7]. Therefore, in order 

to effectively avoid the blindness of initial action selection in the course of reinforcement learning and 

training, improve the convergence speed. In this paper, before the task selection of virtual machine, it is 

necessary to preprocess the task, design dynamic priority and sort the task, which is beneficial to improve 

the efficiency of resource scheduling policy. 

According to the characteristics of edge computing resource scheduling problem, this paper adopts q-

learning algorithm based on value function in reinforcement learning, which learning process is that the 

scheduler explores the value function with cumulative evaluation according to the feedback value of the 

state-action pair. The reasons for using q-learning algorithm in this paper mainly include : 

(1) The algorithms based on value function mainly include Temporal difference(TD) and Monte Carlo 

(MC). In the resource scheduling environment, MC does not update knowledge until the end of the 

scheduling, and if the scheduling process is too long, a large update delay will occur, TD is updated 

immediately after a time step, constantly iterating through resource allocation, so TD and its improved 

methods are widely used. TD can be divided into online strategy Q-Learning algorithm and offline 

strategy SARSA algorithm according to the choice of strategy, in resource scheduling problems, there is 

uncertainty in resources, so the q-learning method is more suitable for the diversity of data changes; 

(2) As a complex NP-hard problem, resource scheduling requires the continuous declaration of 

parameters, but using too many parameters will bring a lot of computational overhead to the system, 

especially the AC algorithm [3]. Among all the methods of reinforcement Learning, only q-learning 

algorithm describes the problem through the pair of state-action parameters, so it is more suitable for the 

research direction of this topic; 

(3) Policy-based algorithms need to be trained with the same strategy, but this method is not suitable 

for edge computing resource scheduling because of the high load volatility in edge computing 

environment. In addition, the uncertainty of resources in edge computing environment causes much 

feedback, and it is not suitable to use the method based on strategy iteration [5]. 

The Q-Learning algorithm was proposed by Watkins in 1989. The ultimate goal of this algorithm is to 

achieve the optimal strategy. Each state-behavior pair of this algorithm corresponds to a desired 

cumulative reward called the value of Q, namely the value function. According to the definition, it can be 

seen that the definition of value function recognition is based on continuous time. The Q-value correction 

formula of single-step Q-learning is shown as follows: 

 
( 1) ( ) (1) ( )

1 1( , ) ( , ) [ max ( , ) ( , )]t t t

t t t t
Q s a Q s a a r Q s a Q s aγ

+

′ ′= + + −  (1) 

Where, 1α ≤  is the learning rate, and 0 1γ< <  is the penalty term. The choice to help the function 

converge is related to the convergence rate, and also has an impact on the final result. If the value of γ  is 

too small, it will have little influence on the reward and punishment of subsequent states, and it is not 

easy to get the optimal solution, and it is easy to get the suboptimal solution. However, if the choice of γ  

is too large, the convergence speed of the algorithm will slow down. In the right-hand side ( ) ( , )t

t t
Q s a , 

the upper index t refers to the number of iterations, which is the old Q value, and is the estimated value of 

the subsequent states. In each step of the training process, the current state 
t
s  selects action 

t
a  to enter 

the next state ,s′  and updates the current state with the combination of the immediate reward and 

punishment value r at that time and the estimated value of the value function of the subsequent state 

obtained by greedy algorithm. The calculation method of the whole process is shown in algorithm 1. 

During each scheduling selection action decision, the agent selects the action using some strategy (for 

example, ϵ-greedy strategy), and by constantly updating the state space, the agent will converge faster 

toward the optimal direction, accelerating the convergence speed, and making its value function (i.e., the 

Q value) approach the optimal direction continuously. 

 

Algorithm 1. Q-learning 

1. Initialize  

2. for each episode do 

3.        Select a status in S 
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4.        for each time of episode do 

5.              according to 
t
s  and ( , ),Q s a  use strategy to select action  

6.              execute action at, get the next status and feedback value r 

7.              
( 1) ( ) (1) ( )

1 1( , ) ( , ) [ max ( , ) ( , )]t t t

t t t t
Q s a Q s a a r Q s a Q s aγ

+

′ ′= + + −  

8.               
t
s s′←  

9.        end for 

10. end for 

11.  Until s is the goal status 

 

In the edge of the computing resource scheduling system, resources would not make a user a task, at 

the same time it is impossible to only one task requires service, local decision-making optimization does 

not mean that the efficiency of the system as a whole is highest, on the contrary, there is the behavior of 

the possible state of subsequent actions resulting in a loss of performance so that the overall average 

efficiency reach optimum, so we adopt the Q - Learning is more suitable for the adaptive scheduling 

algorithm. The solution to the optimal strategy for resource scheduling depends largely on the precise 

definition of state, action, and reward and punishment functions. In this report, are respectively defined 

as: 

(1) State Space (S) 

State can be defined as the state of each virtual machine performing a task and can be represented as a 

vector. For example, at time T, (1, 0, ,1)
t
s = …  indicates that the first virtual machine is currently 

occupied by a task, the second virtual machine is idle, and the last virtual machine is occupied by a task 

(2) Motion Space (A) 

For the nth task request, we define its action space as (0 /1) ,n

m
 which means whether the nth task 

request is provided to the mth virtual machine for execution. For example, (0,1, 0, , 0)
m
a = …  means that 

the nth task request is assigned to the second virtual machine at time t. 

(3) Rewards and punishments function. (r) 

The reward and punishment function is used to reflect the correct running state and the scheduling 

efficiency of the system. With the development of edge computing, more and more computing and 

storage resources are concentrated in the edge resource pool, resulting in a sharp increase in energy 

consumption and related costs. The problem of high energy consumption can not only cause the waste of 

electricity, but also lead to the deterioration of environmental quality, and also affect the operating 

efficiency of the system. Therefore, energy consumption has become an important measure of resource 

scheduling efficiency. Research results show that the resource utilization rate of computing nodes has a 

significant impact on energy consumption, and energy consumption generally changes with the change of 

CPU utilization, when the resource utilization rate of the computing node is very low, there is still 50% 

energy consumption. However, the higher the resource utilization rate is, the slower the energy 

consumption power growth will be. Therefore, from the perspective of improving resource utilization and 

reducing energy consumption, we designed the reward and punishment function by reducing the waiting 

time of tasks under the constraint of cut-off time, the details are expressed by the following formula: 

 

,

1

1
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j
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i
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u
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Including i, as a physical machine i, the number of the virtual machine by 
local
i , said j to i physical 

machine a virtual machine 
,I j

u , i is the case of a physical machine I j virtual machine utilization, which 

can be a physical machine i all virtual machine utilization to an average of 
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i
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j
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averw  said task the 

average waiting time in the virtual machine j, 
n

w  is the deadline for the current task n. For a given the 

current task, if the task is assigned to a virtual machine, the virtual machine is in the physical machine 

utilization rate of the average score of the average utilization ration of other virtual machine, at the same 
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time the task assigned by the virtual machine the wait time is less than the original waiting time, and 

meet the SLA or QoS constraints, the scheduler will receive positive incentives, the value is 1; If the 

target function is not met and the response time of the task violates SLA or QoS constraint, it will be 

punished with a value of -1; Otherwise 0 [4]. 

5 Future Work 

The explosive growth of mobile Internet application will be put forward for the distribution of the 

existing network resources are extremely stringent requirements, according to the application of the 

mobility characteristics of resource demand uncertainty, intelligent management section is needed to 

improve resource  utilization, in order to improve the network quality and user experience, as a new 

generation of Internet of things application based services and provide strong technical support. A low 

delay mobile Internet of Things (IOT) slicing model based on multi-edge collaboration is established to 

meet the dynamic demand of IOT terminals for slicing resources during the mobile process. By 

combining multiple edge nodes, the model establishes a distributed deep learning platform for multi-edge 

node collaboration, and the formation of multi-edge collaboration model is the future research direction 

of this paper. 
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